ABSTRACT LIGO/VIRGO gravitational wave (GW) detectors have successfully detected and measured the parameters of stellar-mass black hole (BH) and neutron star (NS) sources. With the ongoing upgrades of LIGO and VIRGO, and the commissioning of KAGRA, the sensitivity is expected to further improve in the coming years, which may lead to the detection of new types of GW sources. Using the Fisher matrix method, in a recent paper (Gondán et al. 2018a ), we determined the measurement accuracy of physical parameters for eccentric, non-spinning, inspiraling, stellar-mass BH-BH binaries for the upcoming second-generation LIGO/VIRGO/KAGRA detector network at design sensitivity. Here we extend that study to a wide range of binary masses including NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries with BH masses up to 110 M ⊙ . We find that the measurement error of the eccentricity at GW frequency of 10 Hz and at the last stable orbit are in the range (10 −4 − 10 ) × D L /(100 Mpc), respectively, for NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries if e 10 Hz > 0.1, where D L is the luminosity distance and lower errors correspond to lower masses. In comparison to circular inspirals, the chirp mass measurement accuracy is improved by a factor of 10 − 10 3 , and the distance, source sky location, and binary orientation measurement precision are improved by a factor of 2 − 20 for NS-BH and BH-BH binaries with BH masses in the range 50 M ⊙ − 110 M ⊙ . The identification of eccentric sources may give information on their astrophysical origin; it would indicate merging binaries in triple or higher multiplicity systems or dynamically formed binaries in dense stellar systems such as globular clusters or galactic nuclei.
INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory 1 (aLIGO) detectors (Aasi et al. 2015) and Advanced Virgo 2 (AdV, Acernese et al. 2015) have made the first six detections of gravitational waves (GWs) in O1 and O2 (Abbott et al. 2016b (Abbott et al. ,c, 2017a , and herald the beginning of a new branch of observational astronomy. With the two upcoming instruments KAGRA 3 (Somiya 2012 ) and LIGOIndia 4 (Iyer et al. 2011; Abbott et al. 2016e) , the network of advanced GW detectors is expected to continue making detections of GWs and answering fundamental questions about their astrophysical sources (Abbott et al. 2016e ).
In Gondán et al. (2018a) , we determined the expected accuracy with which the aLIGO-AdV-KAGRA detector network may determine the eccentricity and other physical parameters of 10 M ⊙ − 10 M ⊙ and 30 M ⊙ − 30 M ⊙ precessing eccentric black hole -black hole (BH-BH) binaries. We found that measurement errors for the orbital eccentricity at formation, e 0 , and eccentricity at the last stable orbit (LSO), e LSO , can be as low as of order 10 −3 × D L /(1 Gpc) and 10 −4 × D L /(1 Gpc), respectively, where D L is the luminosity distance. Such loweccentricity errors may give the aLIGO-AdV-KAGRA detector network the capability to distinguish among quasi-circular and low-eccentricity binaries and among different astrophysical formation channels.
In this paper, we extend Gondán et al. (2018a) to determine the expected measurement errors of e 0 , e LSO , and other physical parameters for precessing eccentric neutron star-neutron 1 http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/ 2 http://www.ego-gw.it/ 3 http://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/en/ 4 http://www.gw-indigo.org/ star (NS-NS), neutron star-black hole (NS-BH), and BH-BH binaries. We also determine the measurement error of the residual eccentricity e 10Hz at which the peak GW frequency ( f GW ; Wen 2003) of binaries first enters the 10 Hz frequency band of advanced GW detectors. Further, we extend our investigations to a wide mass range of eccentric BH-BH binaries, and examine the measurement errors of binary parameters as a function of e 10Hz .
The majority of NS-NS and NS-BH binaries may originate from isolated binaries in galactic fields (see Kruckow et al. (2018) ; Chruslinska et al. (2018) ; Vigna-Gómez et al. (2018) and references therein), and these binaries are expected to be well circularized by the time their GW signals enter the advanced detectors' band (Kowalska et al. 2011) . However, the eccentricity of binaries in the advanced detectors' band may be non-negligible for many other astrophysical channels. These include tidal capture and collision of two NSs in globular clusters (GCs) that have undergone core collapse (Lee et al. 2010) , binary-single interactions in GCs (Samsing et al. 2014) , Kozai resonance in hierarchical triple systems in the field (Silsbee & Tremaine 2017) , in GCs (Thompson 2011; Shappee & Thompson 2013; Seto 2013; Antognini et al. 2014) , and in galactic nuclei (GNs) (Antonini & Perets 2012; Petrovich & Antonini 2017) , non-hierarchical triple systems in GCs and nuclear star clusters (Arca- , and close fly-bys between NSs and/or BHs in GNs can lead to the formation of eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries, due to GW emission (Kocsis et al. 2006; O'Leary et al. 2009; Kocsis & Levin 2012; Tsang 2013) . These channels typically produce binaries with orbital eccentricities beyond e 0 0.9 at formation, and depending on the pericenter distance at formation these binaries may remain eccentric by the time they enter the advanced GW detectors' frequency band (see e.g. Gondán et al. 2018b for details) .
Previous parameter estimation studies of NS-NS and NS-BH binaries mostly focused on quasi-circular binaries (Cutler & Flanagan 1994; Poisson & Will 1995; Nicholson & Vecchio 1998; Nissanke et al. 2010; Cho et al. 2013; Chatziioannou et al. 2014; Favata 2014; O'Shaughnessy et al. 2014; Rodriguez et al. 2014; Berry et al. 2015; Canizares et al. 2015; Miller et al. 2015; Veitch et al. 2015; Farr et al. 2016; Vinciguerra et al. 2017; Zhao & Wen 2018) , due to their predicted high merger rate densities. The recent detection of GW170817 and the upper limits on the merger rate density of NS binaries during the first observing run, O1 (Abbott et al. 2016g) , together constrain the mergers rate density of NS binaries in the universe to 320 − 4740 Gpc −3 yr −1 (Abbott et al. 2017d) , which is consistent with previous rate predictions ( Kalogera et al. 2004) . With the non-detection of NS-BH binaries in O1, an upper limit of 3600 Gpc −3 yr −1
is drawn for the coalescence rate density of such systems (Abbott et al. 2016g) , while recent estimates predict the merger rate density to be in the range 1 − 1500 Gpc −3 yr −1 (see Coward et al. 2012; Petrillo et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2014; Berger 2014; Siellez et al. 2014; de Mink & Belczynski 2015; Dominik et al. 2015; Fong et al. 2015; Jin et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2015; Belczynski et al. 2016a; Vangioni et al. 2016; Chruslinska et al. 2018 for recent rate predictions and Abadie et al. 2010 for a review of past estimates).
However, several theoretical studies have shown that the detection rates of eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries may be non-negligible. Lee et al. (2010) showed that the merger rate density of tidal capture and collision of two NSs in GCs that have undergone core collapse (Fabian et al. 1975; Pooley et al. 2003; Grindlay et al. 2006) by z = 0. However, the rates are reduced for less optimistic NS retention fractions (Tsang 2013) . Eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries could result from hierarchical triples through the Kozai mechanism. This has been suggested to occur in mergers around supermassive BHs in GNs for NS-BH binaries with a merger rate density of 0.4 Gpc can be expected from binarysingle interactions from GCs (Samsing et al. 2014) . Close fly-bys between NSs and/or BHs in GNs may result in eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries with estimated merger rate densities of 0.04 − 6 Gpc −3 yr −1 and 0.05 − 0.6 Gpc −3 yr −1 , respectively (Tsang 2013) .
While eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries are expected to be rare compared to quasi-circular binaries, they are interesting for at least three reasons. First, significantly larger amounts of mass is ejected during eccentric NS-NS binary mergers than in quasi-circular NS-NS mergers Rosswog et al. 2013; Radice et al. 2016; Papenfort et al. 2018; Vivekanandji Chaurasia et al. 2018) . Thus, despite being rare they may nevertheless contribute a significant fraction of the overall r-process element abundances, and may give birth to bright electromagnetic emission in the infrared and radio bands relative to quasi-circular binaries. Additionally, eccentric NS-NS binaries produced by dynamical captures in dense stellar environments can potentially produce r-process nuclei at very low metallicity and account for the rprocess enhancements seen in some carbon enhanced metalpoor stars (Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2015) .
A second reason eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries are of interest is that they may improve the test of general relativity in the strong-field dynamics limit (Abbott et al. 2016a (Abbott et al. ,b,c,f, 2017a . For eccentric binaries, a larger fraction of the energy is emitted in GWs at relativistic-velocities during pericenter passages, compared to quasi-circular inspirals (Loutrel et al. 2014) . Thus, the GWs from eccentric binaries could capture effects from the highly non-linear dynamical regime during pericenter passages.
Third, detections of many eccentric NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries have the potential to constrain the astrophysical origin of GW source populations. The correlations between the orbital eccentricity, binary total mass, reduced mass, and spins (O'Leary et al. 2009; Breivik et al. 2016; Cholis et al. 2016; Nishizawa et al. 2016; Rodriguez et al. 2016a,b,c; Chatterjee et al. 2017; Liu & Lai 2017; Nishizawa et al. 2017; Samsing & Ramirez-Ruiz 2017; Silsbee & Tremaine 2017; Stevenson et al. 2017; Arca Sedda & Benacquista 2018; Gondán et al. 2018b; Kocsis et al. 2018; Liu & Lai 2018; Randall & Xianyu 2018a,b; and other waveform features (Inayoshi et al. 2017; Kremer et al. 2018; ) may be distinct among the different astrophysical mechanisms leading to NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH mergers, and kilonova signatures could provide information on the orbital properties of dynamically captured NS-NS binaries (Papenfort et al. 2018) . Further, see Section 5.4 in Barack et al. (2018) for an overview of ways to distinguish between different BH-BH merger source populations including mergers in GNs and GCs.
Currents search algorithm based on matched filtering are highly optimized for the detection of quasi-circular compact binary sources (see Abbott et al. (2016b Abbott et al. ( ,c, 2017a ) for a review of search algorithms) and burst-like GW signals (Abbott et al. 2016d ). Several algorithms have been developed to recover the physical parameters of quasi-circular and burstlike sources (Cannon et al. 2012; Privitera et al. 2014; Veitch et al. 2015; Klimenko et al. 2016; Singer & Price 2016) . However, GW sources that do not fall into these two categories may be missed by these search algorithms (Brown & Zimmerman 2010; Huerta & Brown 2013; Huerta et al. 2014; Tiwari et al. 2016; Huerta et al. 2018) . The maximum eccentricity for a quasi-circular source to be detected with current techniques based on circular templates is ∼ 0.1 (Brown & Zimmerman 2010; East et al. 2013; Huerta & Brown 2013; Huerta et al. 2014 Huerta et al. , 2017 Huerta et al. , 2018 Lower et al. 2018) . Recently, several search methods have been developed to detect the waveforms of eccentric compact binaries (Tai et al. 2014; Coughlin et al. 2015; Tiwari et al. 2016) , and the development of algorithms recovering the parameters of compact binaries on eccentric orbits are underway.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the method and describe the numerical setup we use to obtain the measurement errors for the physical parameters of precessing eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries. We present our results in Section 3. Finally, we discuss our conclusions in Section 4. Details on the derivation of parameter measurement errors are presented in Appendices A and B.
In this paper, we use geometric units c = G = 1. We work in the observer frame assuming a binary at cosmological redshift z, and neglect peculiar velocity and weak lensing effects (Kocsis et al. 2006) . In this frame, all of the formulae have redshifted mass parameters m z = (1 + z)m.
In this section, we summarize the method used to obtain the parameter measurement accuracy of GWs generated by precessing eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries. We refer the reader for more details to Gondán et al. (2018a) .
Waveform Model in Time Domain
We use the waveform model of Moreno-Garrido et al. (1994) and Moreno-Garrido et al. (1995) , which describes the quadrupole waveform emitted by a non-spinning binary on a Keplerian orbit undergoing slow pericenter precession. We ignore the radiation of higher multipole orders, which are typically subdominant at least in cases where the initial pericenter distance is not close to a grazing or zoom-whirl configuration and the initial velocity is much less than the speed of light (Davis et al. 1972; Berti et al. 2010; Healy et al. 2016) . For the time evolution of orbital parameters semimajor axis and eccentricity, we adopt Peters (1964) , which assumes quadrupole radiation and adiabatic evolution of orbital parameters. We include pericenter precession in the leading order post-Newtonian (1PN) limit, which leads to a timedependent angle of the pericenter. The time domain waveform under these approximation is given explicitly in Mikóczi et al. (2012) and Gondán et al. (2018a) . For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the repeated burst and eccentric inspiral phase, and neglect the contribution of the tidal interaction and disruption, merger and ringdown phases to the signal. 
Phases of Binary Evolution
We follow O' Leary et al. (2009) to characterize the binary orbit with its orbital eccentricity e and its dimensionless pericenter distance ρ p = r p /M tot , which shrink strictly monotonically in time (Peters 1964) . Here, r p is the orbital separation between the two objects at pericenter, and M tot is the total mass of the binary. When the orbital eccentricity is high e > 0.7, the time-domain waveform consists of repeated bursts, which are emitted during pericenter passages (Kocsis & Levin 2012) . As the orbital eccentricity decreases due to GW emission, the GW signal changes into an eccentric inspiral waveform.
For BH-BH sources, we truncate the waveform when the binary reaches the LSO, which we calculate in the leading-order approximation in the test-mass geodesic zerospin limit for which ρ p,LSO = (6 + 2e LSO )/(1 + e LSO ) .
Thus, we consider the waveform model between 0 < e LSO < e < e 0 < 1 or equivalently between 0 < ρ p,LSO < ρ p < ρ p0 . Here note that 4 ρ p,LSO 6 for e LSO ∈ [0, 1].
For NS-NS and NS-BH sources, we account for the repeated burst and eccentric inspiral phase ignoring tidal effects and matter exchange among the components (Blanchet 2014) . This approximation breaks down abruptly in the late inspiral phase, but they are reasonable in the earlier parts of the GW signal, due to the steep separation dependence of these effects. Simulations of dynamical-capture NS-NS mergers show that 5 Fully general-relativistic hydrodynamical simulations of highly eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH mergers (Stephens et al. 2011; Gold et al. 2012; East et al. 2015; Dietrich et al. 2015; Paschalidis et al. 2015; East et al. 2016; Radice et al. 2016; Vivekanandji Chaurasia et al. 2018 ) and hydrodynamical simulations with Newtonian gravity of dynamical-capture NS-NS and NS-BH mergers (Lee et al. 2010; Piran et al. 2013; Rosswog et al. 2013) revealed that the outcome of such mergers significantly depend on the impact parameter and the intrinsic parameters of the binary, i.e. the components masses, the initial orbital eccentricity, the initial spins, and the NS equation of state. tidal deformation and matter exchange become significant when the NSs first come into contact (Gold et al. 2012; East et al. , 2016 Radice et al. 2016) , which happens when ρ p 8.5 for non-spinning binaries . Simulations of dynamical-capture NS-BH mergers with a NS mass of 1.35 M ⊙ and a mass ratio of 4 in East et al. (2015) showed that binaries with ρ p 6.5 merge on the initial encounter, while those with ρ p 7.5 go back out on a quasi-elliptic orbit after flyby. These limits shift down for higher mass BHs because tidal effects on the NSs scale with q −1/3 ; see Equation (3) in Lee et al. (2010) . For NS-NS and NS-BH binaries we terminate the signal at ρ p = 8.5 and 7.5, respectively. Note that this is a conservative estimate for NS-BH binaries with mass ratios well above 4.
In the following, we refer to ρ p,LSO as the dimensionless pericenter distance at which the signal is terminated in our calculations as specified above and denote the corresponding eccentricity by e LSO .
GW Detectors Used in the Analysis
Similar to Gondán et al. (2018a) , we use the aLIGO-AdV-KAGRA detector network and adopt the design sensitivities for the two aLIGO (Abbott et al. 2016e ), the AdV (Abbott et al. 2016e) , and KAGRA (Somiya 2012) detectors.
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The locations and orientations of these detectors are summarized in Table 1 , and we define the orientation angle ψ for each detector as the angle measured clockwise from North between the x-arm of the detector and the meridian that passes through the position of the detector (see Appendix B in Gondán et al. (2018a) for the geometric conventions of detectors). We assume that the noise in each detector is stationary colored Gaussian with zero mean, and that it is uncorrelated between the different detectors.
Parameters of Precessing Eccentric Binaries
The adopted waveform model involves twelve free parameters
, e 0 and e LSO . Here, t c is the coalescence time, Φ c is the orbital phase at t c , γ c is the angle of periapsis at t c , θ N and φ N are polar angles describing the sky position angles of the source in a coordinate system fixed relative to the center of the Earth such that θ N = 0 is along the North geographic pole and φ N is along the prime meridian, θ L and φ L are the angular momentum vector direction angles in spherical coordinates defined similarly to θ N and φ N , D L is the luminosity distance between the center of the Earth and the GW source, M z is the redshifted chirp mass at cosmological redshift z, M tot,z is the redshifted total mass at cosmological redshift z, e 0 is the orbital eccentricity at formation, and e LSO is the eccentricity at the LSO.
The first ten parameters
are measurable independently for precessing nearly circular binaries, where γ c and M tot,z dependence of the waveform is due to the 1st post-Newtonian effect of pericenter precession. Further, we showed in Gondán et al. (2018a) that e 0 and e LSO can also be extracted from the waveform model if it leaves an imprint at the beginning and the end of the waveform, respectively (i.e. if the binary forms and the inspiral terminates in the advanced GW detectors' frequency band).
6 Note, further, that the lower and upper limits of the advanced detector's band are typically 10 Hz and 10 4 Hz, respectively. 7 The logarithms are introduced for convenience in order to measure the relative errors, e.g.
For the polar angles (θ N , φ N ), we calculate and present the minor and major axes (a N , b N ) of the corresponding 2D sky location error ellipse introduced in Lang & Hughes (2006) . We do the same for the polar angles (θ L , φ L ) by constructing the corresponding minor and major axes of the binary orientation error ellipse (a L , b L ). We measure the errors for the rest of the parameters, where ∆D L /D L = ∆(ln D L ), and similarly for M z and M tot,z .
Note that the marginalized measurement errors of other parameters describing the source can be determined by linear combinations of the covariance matrix elements of the adopted parameters. For instance, the measurement error of ρ p0 is determined as (1) since ρ p can be expressed as a function of e 0 and e LSO using the adopted adiabatic evolution equations and the equation defining the e LSO (Gondán et al. 2018a) . Similarly, we express e 10Hz as a function of e LSO and M tot,z ; see Appendix A for details. Its measurement error for binaries forming outside of the detector frequency bands is formally
The NSs' equation of state leaves its imprint on the GW signal during the late stages of the inspiral when the two bodies are tidally distorted (Blanchet 2014) , and during the merger and post-merger phases (Faber & Rasio 2012; Baiotti & Rezzolla 2017; Paschalidis & Stergioulas 2017) . Thus, the tidal deformability information can be efficiently extracted from the late inspiral, merger, and post-merger phases of the waveform (Harry & Hinderer 2018) . However, as already mentioned, for this first study of eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH sources, we ignore the tidal deformabilities in this study for simplicity (Section 2.2).
Following Kocsis et al. (2007) , we group the parameters as
where the λ fast fast parameters are related to the highfrequency GW phase, while the λ slow slow parameters appear only in the slowly varying amplitude of the GW signal. Slow parameters are mostly determined from a comparison of the GW signals measured by the different detectors in the network. Table 1 Locations and orientations of the considered GW detectors in the coordinate system defined in Appendix B in Gondán et al. (2018a) . LIGO H marks the Advanced LIGO detector in Hanford, WA, and LIGO L marks the Advanced LIGO detector in Livingston, LA.
2.5. Mass Ranges We set the lower bound of the BH mass range of interest to 5 M ⊙ according to the observations of X-ray binaries (Bailyn et al. 1998; Özel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011; Belczynski et al. 2012) . In order to set the upper bound, we consider the following arguments: (i) supernova theory (Belczynski et al. 2014 (Belczynski et al. , 2016b Marchant et al. 2016; Gilmer et al. 2017; Mapelli et al. 2017; Woosley 2017 ) predicts a mass gap between ∼ 50 M ⊙ and ∼ 135 M ⊙ in the BH initial mass function, (ii) studies based on the current GW observations of BH mergers and population synthesis find that the gap may start between ∼ 40 M ⊙ and ∼ 76 M ⊙ (Fishbach & Holz 2017; Bai et al. 2018; Giacobbo et al. 2018) , (iii) the evolution of the BH initial mass function may fill the mass gap, due to mergers of BHs but drops off quickly beyond ∼ 100 M ⊙ (Christian et al. 2018) . Since the mass function of stellar-mass BHs is still uncertain and systems more massive than a few ×100 M ⊙ will not lie in the most sensitive band of aLIGO-type instruments during the eccentric inspiral, we do not consider systems beyond ∼ 110 M ⊙ in this paper.
For NSs, statistical analyses based on observations of millisecond pulsars, double NS systems, and X-ray binaries predict a bimodal mass distribution with a sharp and dominant peak at ∼ 1.35 M ⊙ (Valentim et al. 2011; Özel et al. 2012; Kiziltan et al. 2013; Antoniadis et al. 2016; Özel & Freire 2016; Alsing et al. 2018) . We set the NS mass to 1.35 M ⊙ in this study.
We note that we validated the codes in a larger mass range, for the component masses between 1 M ⊙ and 110 M ⊙ (Sections 2.6 and 2.9). 
Waveform Model in Frequency Domain
The expressions defining the S/N and the Fisher matrix components are both given in Fourier space, hence we calculate the Fourier transform of the adopted time-domain measured signal. The time-dependent GW signal measured by the kth detector can be given as
where h + (t) and h × (t) are the two polarization states of the adopted waveform model defined in Section 2.1, and F +,k and F ×,k are the antenna factors of the kth detector quantified in Appendix B in Gondán et al. (2018a) . Since we ignore spins in this study, the angular momentum
is conserved during the eccentric inspiral (Cutler & Flanagan 1994) . The polar angle of the source θ N relative to the detector depends on the rotation phase of the Earth during the day, hence, Earth's rotation may in principle leave an imprint on the signal. To see if this may be significant, we determine the total time the GW signal spends in the advanced GW detectors' frequency band for different harmonics as a function of ρ p0 following Gondán et al. (2018a) . In comparison with the analysis presented in Appendix C in Gondán et al. (2018a) , we extend the component mass range to [1 M ⊙ , 110 M ⊙ ] (Section 2.5), and we draw e 0 between [0.9, 1[ in order to investigate binaries that enter the advanced GW detectors' frequency band with moderate or high eccentricities. We find that for high ρ p0 , the signal effectively circularizes by the time it enters the advanced GW detectors' frequency band, and it spends seconds to several minutes in the advanced detectors' frequency band (see also Kocsis & Levin 2012) . For lower ρ p0 (i.e. when binaries enter the advanced GW detectors' frequency band with moderate or high eccentricities), the signal may spend up to several hours in the detector bands. However, more than ∼ 99% of the SNR accumulates in only a few seconds to a few ×10 of minutes; see Appendix C in Gondán et al. (2018a) for details. Thus, the Earth's rotation and orbit around the Sun may help to decrease the parameter measurement errors only for rare very high SNR events, but in most cases, this can be neglected for precessing eccentric NS-NS, NS-BH, and high-mass BH-BH binaries. In this paper we neglect these low SNR modulation effects.
Parameter Values for Calculations as a Function of ρ p0
Here we list the assumed parameter values for calculations used to measure the signal to noise ratio and parameter measurement errors as a function of ρ p0 and e 10 Hz , respectively.
First, we carry out simulations for precessing eccentric NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries in which we examine the e 0 , ρ p0 , and component mass dependent properties of the S/N tot and the measurement errors of binary parameters. To do so, we determine these quantities as a function of ρ p0 for arbitrarily fixed component masses, luminosity distance, binary direction and orientation angles, and orbital eccentricity at formation as follows.
We present the results of our analysis for an arbitrary choice of angular parameters θ N = π/2, φ N = π/3, θ L = π/4, and φ L = π/5. Further, to explore the range of parameter errors, we repeated our calculations for 100 other randomly chosen angles, by drawing (cos θ N , cos θ L ) and (φ N , φ L ) from isotropic distributions between [−1, 1] and [0, 2π], respectively. We preform the calculations for D L = 100 Mpc, and scale the results for an arbitrary choice of D L up to moderately large distances. 10 We present results for e 0 = 0.9 at any given ρ p0 and also examine higher e 0 values (0.9 e 0 < 1) to show that the results are not very sensitive to this assumption (Gondán et al. 2018a) . By increasing ρ p0 beyond the value where the binary forms in the band, we cover the full possible range of 9 For instance, higher orbital harmonics of the signal for an eccentric NS-NS binary with e ∼ 0.9 and ρ p0 = 150, which forms inside the advanced GW detectors' frequency band (Section 2.8), spend up to 2 × 10 4 s in the bands; see Appendix C in Gondán et al. (2018a) for details of these calculations. The maximum time in band scales with Mtot (Kocsis & Levin 2012; Gondán et al. 2018a) . 10 The parameter measurement errors and the S/N tot roughly scale as ∝ D L and ∝ 1/D L , respectively, between 100 Mpc and 1 Gpc; see Appendix B for details.
eccentricities (Gondán et al. 2018a) .
After fixing the component masses, m A and m B , and the luminosity distance, D L , the redshifted mass parameters M z and M tot,z can be given as
and M tot,z = (m A + m B )(1 + z), respectively. By assuming a flat ΛCDM cosmology, z is calculated numerically as
where H 0 = 68kms
Mpc −1 is the Hubble constant, and Ω M = 0.304 and Ω Λ = 0.696 are the density parameters for matter and dark energy, respectively (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014a,b) .
Following Gondán et al. (2018a) , we set the lower bound of the ρ p0 range of interest to 5 for BH-BH binaries. Further, for NS-NS and NS-BH binaries, the lower bound of the ρ p0 range is set to 9 and 8, respectively, according to the ρ p cutoffs; see Section 2.2 for details. These low values are likely for eccentric BH-BH binaries (see Gondán et al. (2018a) for details), and also likely for eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH sources that form through the GW capture mechanism in high-velocity dispersion environments such as GNs and GCs (O'Leary et al. 2009 ), tidal capture during close encounters in GCs that undergone core collapse (Lee et al. 2010) , binary-single interaction in GCs (Samsing et al. 2014) , and dynamical multi-body interaction in the core collapsed regions of star clusters without a central massive BH (Antonini & Rasio 2016) . We refer to the circular limit by setting e 0 → 0 for arbitrary fixed ρ p0 or ρ p0 → ∞ for arbitrary fixed e 0 1; see Figure 5 in O' Leary et al. (2009) . In practice, we set ρ p0 = 800. We set the upper bound of the ρ p0 range to this value because in this case binaries are expected to be well circularized by the time their peak GW frequency enters the advanced GW detectors' frequency band over the considered ranges of component mass and e 0 .
Calculations as a Function of e 10Hz
The orbital parameters ρ p and e both shrink due to GW emission (Peters 1964) , while f GW continuously increases with shrinking ρ p and e (Wen 2003) . As a consequence, binaries in the above introduced analysis that have high ρ p0 enter the advanced GW detectors' frequency band with relatively low residual eccentricities, while those with relatively low ρ p0 form in the advanced GW detectors' frequency band. Recent studies (Brown & Zimmerman 2010; East et al. 2013; Huerta & Brown 2013; Huerta et al. 2014 Huerta et al. , 2017 Huerta et al. , 2018 Lower et al. 2018) have shown that the classification of binaries as quasicircular or eccentric binaries depends on this eccentricity, i.e. an eccentric binary can be misclassified as quasi-circular binary if the residual eccentricity exceeds ∼ 0.1. Therefore, similar to the analysis presented in Section 2.7, we carry out simulations for precessing eccentric BH-BH, NS-BH, and NS-NS binaries in which we examine the e 10 Hz and component mass dependent properties of the S/N tot and the measurement errors of binary parameters.
For binaries that form outside of the advanced GW detectors' frequency band, it is customary to define the measurement errors of binary parameters as a function of e 10 Hz when the peak GW frequency first enters the advanced GW detectors' frequency band, i.e. f GW = f det = 10 Hz. Here, we adopt Wen (2003) 1954 (1 − e 2 ) 3/2 M 1/2 tot,z 2πa 3/2 .
For each component mass and e 0 defined in Section 2.7, we determine the initial dimensionless pericenter distance ρ p0,det below which binaries form within the advanced GW detectors' frequency band. Using a(1 − e) = M tot,z ρ p and Equation (7), we find that
which reduces in the e 0 → 1 limit to (Gondán et al. 2018b )
Next, we calculate ρ p0 as a function of e 10Hz at fixed component masses and e 0 in order to carry out simulations similar to those presented in Section 2.7 but by initializing them with e 10Hz through ρ p0 . We evolve systems from their initial orbital parameters using the evolution equations of Peters (1964) , therefore the function ρ p ≡ ρ p (e 0 , ρ p0 , e) is known for any initial condition; see Equation (A3). After combining Equation (7) and a(1 − e) = M tot,z ρ p together with ρ p (e 0 , ρ p0 , e), ρ p0 can be given for binaries forming outside of the detector frequency bands (i.e. ρ p0 ρ p0,det ) as a function of e 10Hz at fixed e 0 and M tot,z by solving numerically the equation f det = f GW for ρ p0 , which can be written as
For these calculations involving e 10Hz , we focus on the range of e 10Hz between [8 × 10 −4 , 0.9]. For each choice of component masses and initial orbital eccentricity, we calculate the corresponding ρ p0 using Equation (10), and use these values to evaluate the S/N tot and the measurement errors of binary parameters. Other parameters are chosen as in Section 2.7.
Validation of Codes for NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH
Binaries We adopt the same computationally efficient formulae to calculate the S/N and the Fisher matrix components that were derived and validated in Appendices D and E in Gondán et al. (2018a) . It was shown that the results of these codes for the total network signal-to-noise ratio, S/N tot , and the measurement errors of binary parameters are qualitatively consistent with those presented in previous studies (Yunes et al. 2009; Kyutoku & Seto 2014; Sun et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2017 ); see Section 6.3 in Gondán et al. (2018a) for details. We repeated the validation tests of the source codes NS-NS and NS-BH sources with the corresponding ρ p cutoffs (Section 2.1) by drawing the component masses between 1 M ⊙ and 110 M ⊙ (Section 2.5) with all other parameter ranges and distributions fixed as in Appendix E in Gondán et al. (2018a) . We found similar trends with those presented in Gondán et al. (2018a) . This justifies utilizing the same codes to calculate the S/N and the Fisher matrix components for NS-NS and NS-BH binaries on eccentric inspiraling orbits given the approximations listed above.
3. RESULTS Figure 1 shows our findings for the S/N tot and Figures 2-9 show the measurement errors of binary parameters for precessing eccentric NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries using the aLIGO-AdV-KAGRA GW detector network. These figures display the dependences on ρ p0 , e 10Hz , and binary component masses. Figure 1 shows the S/N tot as a function of ρ p0 and e 10Hz for all types of binaries of different masses. Figure 2 shows the ρ p0 dependence of the parameter measurement errors for (∆ ln Figure 3 shows that for parameters (∆e 0 , ∆ρ p0 , ∆e LSO ). In these figures the asymptotic limit of high ρ p0 represents the case of circular binaries. Decreasing ρ p0 from infinity corresponds to binaries which form outside the GW detectors' frequency band at f GW = 10 Hz with e 0 = 0.9 and enter the frequency bands with some smaller eccentricity e 10 Hz < e 0 (the value of e 10 Hz is not shown in this figure, it is higher for lower ρ p0 ), while even smaller ρ p0 below the star symbols in the figure represents cases, where the GW-driven evolution with e 0 = 0.9 starts within the detector band. ) × D L /(100 Mpc) and ∆e LSO ∼ 10 −5 × D L /(100 Mpc) for NS-NS binaries and 5 M ⊙ − 5 M ⊙ BH-BH binaries, respectively. The magnitude of ∆e LSO is somewhat worse for binaries that form well inside the advanced GW detectors' frequency band than those which form at the lower edge of the band (i.e. f GW ∼ 10 Hz) as shown in Figures 3 and 5 ( i.e left of star symbols therein).
for NS-NS and NS-BH binaries of different BH masses, while
• The measurement error of the eccentricity at f GW = 10 Hz is at the level of ∆e 10 Hz ∼ (10
) × D L /(100 Mpc) for NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries if e 10 Hz > 0.1 (Figures 7 and 9 ). These errors also improve systematically for lower binary masses. The total GW network signal-to-noise ratio (S/N tot ) for detecting precessing eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries (left panels) and equal-mass BH-BH binaries (right panels) as a function of their initial dimensionless pericenter distance ρ p0 for initial eccentricity e 0 = 0.9 (top panels) and as a function of their eccentricity e 10Hz at which f GW = 10 Hz (bottom panels. In the left panels, the NS mass is 1.35 M ⊙ and the mass of the companion is labeled in the legend. For each curve, a star symbol indicates ρ p0,det defined as the ρ p0 at which the peak GW frequency ( f GW ; Wen 2003) first enters the advanced GW detectors' sensitive frequency band at 10 Hz; see Section 2.8 for details. Binaries with ρ p0 ρ p0,det form inside the advanced GW detectors' sensitive frequency band, i.e. f GW 10 Hz. The bottom panels shows binaries where the binaries form outside of the advanced GW detectors' frequency band ρ p0 ρ p0,det .The source direction and orientation angular parameters are fixed arbitrarily at θ N = π/2, φ N = π/3, θ L = π/4, and φ L = π/5 (see Table 1 for the parameters of the detector network). We find similar trends with ρ p0 for other random choices of binary direction and orientation (not shown). The maximum of S/N tot is sensitive to the binary mass and converges asymptotically to the circular limit for high ρ p0 and for low e 10Hz .
ures 7 and 9). The eccentricity measurement errors increase if decreasing e 10 Hz to lower values.
Asymptotically for e 10 Hz < 0.04, Figure 7 shows that both ∆e LSO and ∆e 10 Hz can be roughly fitted with a power-law profile as ∆e LSO ∝ e . The order of magnitude of the obtained result is consistent with that presented in Lower et al. (2018) , which used different assumptions on the detector network, method of analysis, waveform model, and binary parameters.
• An important parameter that characterizes the velocity dispersion of the host environment or the orbital velocity of a binary before a hardening encounter is ρ p0 . This parameter can be measured at the level of ∆ρ p0 ∼ (10 −2 − 10) × D L /(100 Mpc) for e 10 Hz 0.1, where the errors decrease with increasing mass (Figures 7 and 9 ). This parameter may be typically measured more accurately for binaries that form inside the advanced GW detectors' frequency bands (i.e. to the left of the star symbols in Figures 3 and 5) , ∆ρ p0 ∼ (0.005 − 0.5) × D L /(100 Mpc).
• Similarly to ∆e 10 Hz , the measurement error of the eccentricity at formation ∆e 0 is lowest for binaries that form with f GW ∼ 10 Hz, and somewhat worse for binaries that form well inside the band or enter the advanced GW detectors' frequency band with e 10 Hz e 0 (Figures 3, 5, 7, and 9) . The measurement error when the binary forms with f GW ∼ 10 Hz with e 0 = e 10 Hz = 0.9 is at the level of ∆e 0 ∼ 10 −3 × D L /(100 Mpc), which decreases to ∆e 0 ∼ 10 −1 × D L /(100 Mpc) when e 10 Hz ∼ 0.1 or when binaries form with ρ p0 10. Further, we find that ∆e 0 is insensitive to the binary mass.
Furthermore, Figures 1-5 show the following trends as a function of ρ p0
• The ρ p0 dependence of the slow parameter errors
is qualitatively similar to that of 1/(S/N tot ) as expected (Kocsis et al. 2007 ), i.e. the errors have a minimum at moderate ρ p0 , increase rapidly with decreasing ρ p0 for low ρ p0 , and converge asymptotically for ρ p0 to the value of precessing highly eccentric binaries in the circular limit. We find similar trends with ρ p0 for other random choices of binary direction and orientation (not shown).
• The measurement errors of fast parameters are qualitatively similar to that of slow parameters in terms of their ρ p0 dependence, except that they have a minimum at a much higher ρ p0 which corresponds to a characteristic GW frequency of f GW ∼ 7 Hz. Further, ∆e LSO is inaccurate for high ρ p0 as the Fisher matrix algorithm becomes invalid in this regime.
• The initial parameters ∆e 0 and ∆ρ p0 increase rapidly with ρ p0 for high ρ p0 and become indeterminate in the circular limit. Indeed, for high ρ p0 , the binary forms outside of the advanced GW detectors' frequency band, and the measured GW signal cannot specify the initial condition. Similarly, ∆e 0 and ∆ρ p0 increase rapidly in the limit of low ρ p0 because of a low S/N tot and possible degeneracies among parameters.
We refer the readers for further discussion to Gondán et al. (2018a) . Measurement accuracies do not improve significantly beyond e 0 ∼ 0.9. For instance, measurement accuracies of fast parameters, slow parameters, (e 0 , ρ p0 ), and e 10 Hz improve with a factor of ∼ 2, ∼ 1.1, ∼ 2, and ∼ 2 respectively, if increasing e 0 from 0.9 to 0.99. Figure 2 but showing the NS-NS and NS-BH binary measurement errors for source parameters specific to eccentric binaries: initial eccentricity ∆e 0 (top left panel), initial dimensionless pericenter distance ∆ρ p0 (top right panel), and eccentricity at the last stable orbit, ∆e LSO (bottom panel). The measurement error of these parameters increase rapidly for high ρ p0 . The measurement error of ∆e LSO is inaccurate for high ρ p0 as the Fisher matrix algorithm becomes invalid in this regime (Gondán et al. 2018a ). We find similar trends with ρ p0 for other random choices of binary direction and orientation (not shown).
The mass dependence of the measurement accuracies may be examined by comparing the different curves in ) is an increasing function of the total binary mass, and is roughly independent of frequency for frequencies less than the ISCO f ISCO ∝ M −1 tot,z . The detector noise per logarithmic frequency bin increases for lower frequencies. The combination of these effects is to increase/decrease the S/N tot for total masses lower/higher than roughly 50M ⊙ for low-eccentricity or circular binaries. The total binary mass at which the S/N tot peaks M tot,z,peak depends on ρ p0 ; see at fixed M tot,z , which implies that the slow parameter errors are proportional to η −1/2 so that nearly equalmass binaries are localized better than unequal-mass binaries. There are small differences with respect to the (S/N tot )
, and (a L , b L ), respectively, as the S/N tot is the scalar product of the waveform with itself, while ln D L , (θ N , φ N ), and (θ L , φ L ) are set by the inverse of the Fisher matrix, which have elements given by the scalar product of the parameter derivatives of the waveform. The nonzero correlation between these slow parameters and the masses introduces small differences in the mass dependences of the inverse matrix elements (see Sections 4 and 5 in Gondán et al. 2018a) .
However, measurement errors of fast parameters (e.g. ln M z and e LSO ) and (e 0 , e 10 Hz ) increase with the binary mass, which is due to the fact that much more GW phase accumulates for lower binary mass in each infinitesimal frequency bin because the frequency dependent GW phase is proportional to M −5/3 at leading order (Cutler & Flanagan 1994 ) and the effect of pericenter precession does not modify the exponent significantly.
The initial pericenter distance carries information on the original binary velocity before a hardening encounter. If the encounter is isotropically distributed and dominated by gravitational focusing, the pericenter distance has a uniform distribution up to a cutoff value that depends on the initial velocity (i.e. ρ p,0 decreases with the initial velocity) (O'Leary et al. 2009; Gondán et al. 2018b) . A crude relation may be derived from Equation (57) Similarly for single-single GW captures, Equation (63) in Gondán et al. (2018b) relates the eccentricity at the LSO to the velocity dispersion v as v ∼ 258 km/s × (4η) 1/2 e LSO 0.01 35/32 .
∆v can be expressed similarly to ∆ρ p0 and ∆e 10Hz ; how- ever, it simplifies as as found from numerical investigations. ∆η/η can be given using Equation (54) in Gondán et al. (2018a) , and we find from numerical investigation that crudely ∆η/η ∼ 10 ∆M z /M z ; see Table 4 in Gondán et al. (2018a) ) × D L /(100 Mpc). We get the same order of magnitudes for the measurement accuracies of ∆v/v when repeating calculations for v(ρ p0 , η).
Finally, we find in agreement with O'Leary et al. (2009) that S/N tot can be significantly greater for high-mass binaries with relatively low ρ p0 than for similar binaries in the circular limit, which implies that eccentric binaries with higher masses may be detected to larger distances, and generally greater BH mass binaries may be detected if eccentric than similar binaries in the circular mergers; see Figure 1 for examples. Similarly, we find that measurement errors of slow binary parameters are comparable for low-mass and high-mass BH-BH binaries and for NS-BH binaries with BH companion masses 30 M ⊙ when binaries form in the advanced GW detectors' frequency band (Figures 2 and 4) or enter the 10 Hz frequency band with 0.1 e 10 Hz and e 10 Hz e 0 , respectively (Figures 6 and 8 ).
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION In this paper, we have carried out a Fisher matrix type analysis to estimate the expected measurement errors of the physical parameters characterizing non-spinning precessing eccentric binary inspirals with the aLIGO-AdV-KAGRA GW detector network. We carried out calculations for compact object masses that correspond to NS-NS, NS-BH, and BH-BH binaries with BH masses in the range 5 M ⊙ − 110 M ⊙ and a wide range of dimensionless initial pericenter distances ρ p0 to cover binaries, which form inside the advanced GW detectors' frequency band with high eccentricities to those which enter it at 10 Hz with eccentricities between 10 −3 e 10 Hz 0.9. The results show that the source distance, sky location, and binary orientation parameter measurement precision (the socalled slow parameters Kocsis et al. 2007 ) are roughly independent of e 10 Hz for NS-NS and NS-BH binaries unless the BH companion mass is higher than ∼ 30 M ⊙ (Figure 6 ). The distance, source sky location, and binary orientation measurement precision are improved significantly with a factor of 2 − 20 for higher e 10 Hz > 0.1 for NS-BH and BH-BH binaries with BH masses in the range 50 M ⊙ − 110 M ⊙ (Figures 6  and 8) . The measurement accuracy of other parameters such as M z , ρ p0 , e 0 , e 10 Hz , and e LSO are sensitive to the eccentricity for all component masses. More eccentric sources with e 10 Hz > 0.1 have much higher measurement accuracy for M z than for quasi-circular sources typically by a factor of 10 − 10 3 (Figures 6-9) , where higher accuracies correspond to higher binary masses.
The eccentricity measurement errors at GW frequency of 10 Hz and at the LSO are in the range ∆e 10 Hz ∼ (10 −4 − 10 ) × D L /(100 Mpc) and ∆ρ p0 ∼ (0.01 − 10) × D L /(100 Mpc) with smallest errors for binaries that form inside the GW detectors' frequency band near the low-frequency cutoff of the detectors or at e 10 Hz ∼ e 0 .
The measurement accuracy of the characteristic velocity of the source (i.e. binary velocity before the final hardening encounter or before single-single GW capture encounter) is in the range ∆v/v ∼ (10 −6 − 10 ) × D L /(100 Mpc). These results are encouraging as they suggest that the upcoming second-generation GW detector network (Abbott et al. 2018 ) at design sensitivity may be able to identify the astrophysical host environment of eccentric binary mergers. These may include binary-single or binary-binary encounters in dense stellar systems such as in globular clusters or in active galactic nucleus gaseous disks, single-single GW capture encounters, Kozai-Lidov effect in field triples, or KozaiLidov effect caused by a supermassive black hole for binaries in galactic nuclei (see Introduction). However, further work is needed to verify if these conclusions hold when including higher post-Newtonian order waveforms or waveforms of numerical relativity simulations, spin effects, perturbations related to tidal deformability, posterior parameter distributions with Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods and Bayesian inference, and theoretical errors, due to inaccuracies in the waveform model. In particularly, the errors may be much worse than in our estimates for NS-BH and BH-BH binaries with high BH mass or in cases where the binary forms at small ρ p0 , since in this case the detected signal starts at a separation where these corrections are already significant. Indeed, note that the PN expansion parameter approximately satisfies
p , so that ρ p ≫ 10 is required for higher order PN effects to be negligible. Our conclusions may be accurate in cases where these corrections are negligible, when the bi- nary waveform enters the GW detectors' frequency band at relatively high pericenter distance ρ p . For instance, for initially highly eccentric NS-NS binaries, the binary forms with f GW < 10 Hz at ρ p0 150. Similarly for initially highly eccentric NS-BH binaries with relatively low BH masses below ∼ 20 M ⊙ , the initial pericenter is ρ p0 40 if the binary forms with f GW < 10 Hz. In these cases, the 1PN results may be expected to be relatively accurate.
We conclude that further development of GW data analysis algorithms to detect eccentric inspiraling GW sources and to measure their physical parameters may offer high rewards in GW astronomy for interpreting the astrophysical origin of GW sources. 
and ν(e) is the redshifted Keplerian mean orbital frequency:
ν(e, ρ p ) = (1 − e) 
where c 0 /M tot may be expressed with e 0 and ρ p0 by solving Equation (A3) for ρ p = ρ p0 and e = e 0 . Here, ν(e)H(e) ≡ const for e LSO e e 0 . Thus, e 10Hz may be expressed with either e 0 or e LSO . Here, we write out the expressions for e LSO . By setting ν(e 10Hz )H(e 10Hz ) = ν(e LSO )H(e LSO )
and substituting ν(e) with Equation (A2) in Equation (A4). This leads to the following implicit equation for e 10Hz :
(1 − e 10Hz ) 3/2 H(e 10Hz ) Here, ρ 10Hz is defined by rewriting Equation (8) at e = e 10Hz as ρ 10Hz = (1 + e 10Hz ) 0.3046 πM tot,z f det −2/3 ,
where f det = 10 Hz (Section 2.8).
In Equation (A5), we define ρ LSO for eccentric BH-BH binaries as ρ p,LSO = (6 + 2e LSO )/(1 + e LSO ), and for eccentric NS-NS and NS-BH binaries as 8.5 and 7.5, respectively; see Section 2.2 for details. After combining Equation (A5) with Equation (A6), we get a result of the form e 10Hz ≡ e 10Hz (e LSO , M tot,z ). A similar derivation gives e 10Hz ≡ e 10Hz (e 0 , M tot,z ) when setting e 0 instead of e LSO in Equation (A4). We tested the algorithms numerically to make sure that both e 10Hz and ∆e 10Hz are correctly calculated.
B. THE TOTAL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENT ERRORS AS A FUNCTION OF D L
In this section, we determine numerically how S/N tot and the parameter measurement errors scale with D L in order to scale our results calculated at D L = 100 Mpc to higher D L values.
The D L dependence of the S/N tot and parameter measurement errors may be given from their respective definition 13 . The signal to noise ratio and the Fisher matrix elements depend on the spectral GW amplitude which scales If D L is relatively small such that z ≪ 1, the S/N tot and parameter measurement errors scale as ∝ 1/D L and ∝ D L , respectively. However, for higher D L , the z dependence becomes significant which modifies the distance dependence. The S/N tot and the components of the Fisher matrix have a non-monotonic M tot,z dependence for the considered waveform model 14 . We determine S/N tot and parameter measurement errors numerically as in Section 2.7, but now vary D L instead of ρ p0 . We present scaling relations for these quantities between 100 Mpc and 1 Gpc, where the numerical algorithms have been validated.
We find that the S/N tot is best fit with a power-law profile ∝ D −γ L , where γ ≈ 1.03 − 1.07 depending on the component masses and ρ p0 . Similarly, measurement errors of binary parameters can also be approximated as ∝ D κ L , where κ ≈ 1.02 − 1.1 depending on the component masses, ρ p0 , and the parameter. Using γ = 1 leads to inaccuracies at the level of 5-12% and 7-17% for D L = 500 Mpc and 1 Gpc, respectively, for the S/N tot . Similarly for the measurement errors of binary parameters, these inaccuracies are at the level of 3-15% and 14 See Appendix D and related Sections in Gondán et al. (2018a) for expressions defining the S/N tot and components of the Fisher matrix for precessing eccentric binaries.
5-21% for the same D L values when using κ = 1.
